START WITH A HORTICOPIA® PROFESSIONAL

HORTICOPIA® Professional Essentials - $495
The plant reference containing library of 15,300 pictures for 4,290 plants and data to view, search and print.

HORTICOPIA® Professional Plus Bundle- $795
Contains the above Essentials Library and both Woody Plus and Herbaceous Plus Libraries, a total of 25,600 pictures for 9,750+ plants and data. A SAVINGS OF $50 OVER PURCHASING PRODUCTS SEPARATELY.

HORTICOPIA® Professional Studio Bundle- $895
The Studio contains everything in the above Plus Bundle and also includes the Authoring Plus module. A SAVINGS OF $100 OVER PURCHASING PRODUCTS SEPARATELY.

INCREASE YOUR COLLECTION OF PLANTS BY ADDING ANY OF THE FOLLOWING LIBRARIES AND PORTFOLIOS

LIBRARIES
*Woody Plus Library - $175
  6,590 pictures for 3,010 plants and data
*Herbaceous Plus Library - $175
  3,715 pictures for 2,450 plants and data
Japanese Maples by Francie Schroeder Library - $150
  1,500 pictures for 431 plants and data
Interior Plants Library - $150
  800 pictures for 450 plants and data
Aquatic and Marginal Plants Library - $150
  730 pictures for 430 plants and data

PORTFOLIOS (PICTURES ONLY)
Armitage Herbaceous Selections - $150
  5,500 pictures for 3,500 plants
Portfolio of Herbaceous Plants, Vol. 1 - $100
  2,500 pictures for 1,600 plants
Portfolio of Woody Plants, Vol. 1 - $100
  3,100 pictures for 1,500 plants

BOOST YOUR SOFTWARE WITH MORE POWER

Authoring Plus Module - $150
  Change HORTICOPIA® plants, pictures and data & add your own
Garden Studio® Module for Studio Edition - $350
  Design and print signs, labels and tags
Garden Studio® Module for Plus or Essentials Edition - $500
  Design and print signs, labels and tags (Includes Authoring Plus Module)
Networking Module - $300
  Server based capability for your LAN
Networking Plus Adds Read-Only Users - $100
  Adds 4 Read-only users to your network

* Included in the Plus & Studio Bundles
≈ Included in the Studio Bundle

HORTICOPIA, INC. • PO BOX 100 • HARWOOD, MD 20776
CALL 800-560-6186 TO ORDER OR
GO TO WWW.HORTICOPIA.COM TO ORDER ONLINE